ABOUT OUR PROJECT "YOUR HISTORY IS OUR HISTORY!"
Under the ERASMUS project ‘Your History Is Our History!’ we are going to
make better teaching and learning conditions. In today's world, we can
observe sudden and rapid changes therefore we are obliged to emphasize
the importance of our roots, as well as our common European roots.
Despite the ability of free travelling around the world, as a result of the
difficult political situation, many religious wars and their refugees, we become “slaves” of our borders
in order to become safe and sound. As consequences of these problems the young generation is
afraid of other cultures and different religions. By exchanging experiences, making new friends,
uncovering the unknown history, they will be able to place their nation in the European history and will
become open-minded European citizens. The students will become the real creators of historical
drama and workshops, making them active learners.
AI M S
Our aims are to help young children widen their horizons and become more courageous in exploring
new cultures and religions through travelling and discovering unknown European history. Our project
goal is to consolidate family ties by involving the whole school community (also parents and
grandparents) into all project enterprises. Using ICT tools during the lessons, will develop their skills in
this area, what will be very helpful not only in school but also on the job market in their future. But the
long term effects and the range of our activities will be highly valuable due to our implementations
which will become popular in our local society through the media.
W O RK PRO C E S S
SEPTEMBER 2016
 Creating ‘Erasmus+ group’ in each country.
 Inform parents about the project at parent-teacher conference.
 Arranging the rules of mailing between students.
 Creating eTwinning site and other web sites in each country.
 Making an information board about current activities of Erasmus+ project.
 Project Logo Contest.
OCTOBER 2016
 Creating the action: ‘A month with our national hero’ (in school and on the facebook profile
‘Our national hero ‘)
 Organising the Erasmus Country Partner Day in order to get to know each other. The aim is to
create the stall where souvenirs from our partners will be sold. Collected money will go to
charity organisation.
 Organising the week of ancient times.
NOVEMBER 2016
 Project meeting in Spain. Outdoor history lesson of medieval times- teacher’s training how to
conduct outdoor lesson.
 Organising the week of medieval times.

DECEMBER 2016
 Exchanging traditional Christmas postcards.
JANUARY 2017
 Creating ‘Magazine of History’ presenting our results of preparing the week of ancient and
medieval times.
FEBRUARY 2017
 Creating by students board or card games based on historical events.
MARCH 2017
 Project meeting in Italy. Presenting created historical board/card games and showing the
methods of using them on history lessons.
APRIL 2017
 Preparing historical reconstruction.
 Exchanging Easter Cards.
MAY 2017


Travelling to historical important place in the nearest area and preparing a video about it.

JUNE 2017
 Training meeting in Hungary. Presenting photo album as an evaluation of our Erasmus first
year activities.
 Writing an article to local media.
SEPTEMBER 2017
 Presenting the results and future goals of our Erasmus project activities to whole school
society (students and parents).
 Rearrange student’s correspondence.
OCTOBER 2017
 Training meeting in Lithuania- sharing ICT teaching methods to teach history actively.
 The week of XVI century time- discovering European historical roots.
NOVEMBER 2017
 Organising workshops- ‘16th century cuisine’.
DECEMBER 2017
 Exchanging Christmas ecards and presenting Christmas traditions in each country.
JANUARY 2018
 Creating next edition of ‘Magazine of History’ presenting our results of preparing the week of
16th century times.
FEBRUARY 2018
 Carnival party with national historical figures.

MARCH 2018
 Training meeting in Poland- Active Teaching Methods.
 Creating interactive family tree.
APRIL 2018
 International Erasmus Partners History Competition- creating the results on ranking list
 The week of modern age.
MAY 2017
 Preparing historical performance based on important historical event in the chosen country
 Creating the last edition ‘Magazine of History’ presenting our results.
JUNE 2017
 Project meeting in Cyprus- presentation of The Historical Photo Album made by Erasmus
partners.
 Writing an article to local media.
 Writing an evaluation report.
E X P ECT E D R E SULT S
Having developed such a wide range of skills, will give the students the opportunity to participate in
many competitions and in long-range future it will create imaginative, open-minded young European
citizen. Our international cooperation will advertise the European Union and promote the idea of
working together to create one united Europe.

